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Abstract
This was an initial study that examined the effect of
the type of instruction used in biology I classrooms on
learner development of critical thinking,

as measured by

the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking A pp raisal.
the instrument was used as the pretest,
instrument was used as the posttest.

Form A of

and Form B of the

The independent

variable was teaching method and consisted of two levels:
(1) "the writing process," as a teaching method adapted for
science instruction, and

(2) the "traditional" teaching

method, which relied on lecture, discussion,

textbook

assignments, and verification laboratories.
Three teachers from schools within the Clark County
School District of Nevada, who taught ninth grade biology
I, were selected to participate in the study.

These

teachers were selected from a small pool of biology I
teachers who had received special training in using the
writing process as a teaching method in science
instruction.

Each of the three teachers taught one class

of biology I in which the writing process was the method of
instruction;

this was the experimental group.

iii

The same

three teachers also designated one class of biology I as a
control group which received the same content instruction
the experimental group received/ except the control group
students were taught using traditional teaching techniques.
The overall analysis of the data indicated there was
no statistically significant difference in student mean
critical thinking scores when they were taught biology I by
"traditional" teaching methods when compared to biology I
instruction which used "the writing process" as a teaching
method; the analysis based on gender did indicate that the
females who received biology I instruction based on the
writing process as the teaching method outperformed females
who received biology I instruction based on the traditional
teaching method.

Males, on the other hand, did not show

any statistically significant difference in mean critical
thinking scores between the experimental group and the
control group.
There were too few minority students for statistical
analysis; therefore, no conclusions were possible on the
effect of the use of the writing process as a teaching
method for these students.
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Introduction
Science educators have long held the view that
teaching students to think is an important goal to be
accomplished while teaching the particular content of a
discipline

(Yeany, Yap, & Padilla, 1986).

In the 1950s and

60s science education in the United States underwent a wave
of reform in response to what many educators at th-

time

saw as an over-emphasis on fact-based instruction which
challenged only the lowest abilities of a student's mental
capacity.

The launch of Sputnik 1 in 1957 by the Russians

helped to fuel the push to establish new science curricula
designed to enhance the thinking ability of students.
Weaver

(1959)

stated:

If we are honest, we must admit that the usual science
teacher has given little sustained thought to how to
develop problem solving skills and abilities, critical
thinking abilities, or even make the distinction
between a critical minded person and a sloppy thinker.
The teacher has vaguely assumed that the textbook and
the laboratory exercises will get the job done.
The post-Sputnik era was the golden age of science
curriculum development.

New curricula were produced for

all fields of science.

One of the principal

attributes of

these curricula was the shift in focus of science education
from what was perceived as simple,

fact-based instruction

and rote memorization toward process-oriented instruction
where the students would be required to use the higher
cognitive processes of the scientific method to discover
scientific concepts

(Kyle, Shymansky,

the decade of the 60s drew to a close,

& Alport,

1982).

As

funding for science

curriculum development and, perhaps more importantly,
teacher training dried up? few of the new curriculum
materials had found wide acceptance.

By 1975, Douglas

characterized science education as being in an "ambling
retreat."

Many of the curriculum materials developed

during the 1960s are not currently available.

Those that

are currently available struggle to maintain a small share
in the market for textbooks and materials.

The lack of

acceptance of science textbooks and materials which
emphasize the scientific processes continues despite the
fact that curriculum materials developed during the
curriculum reforms of the 1960s attempted to challenge
students at more levels and at higher levels of cognitive
processes than the more traditional materials
and Renner,

(Morgenstern

1984).

Clearly, the way that science instruction is carried
out in the United States does not provide science students
with the necessary skills to compete on an international
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basis.

Students from the United States do not fare well

when compared to students from other countries when both
are tested on science achievement.

The International

Association for the Evaluation of Achievement in Science
(IEA), in its report Science Achievement in Seventeen
Countries

(1988)

states,

"the achievement of advanced

science students in biology, chemistry, and physics is low
[in the United States].
low.

The biology results are especially

For a technologically advanced country,

it would

appear that a reexamination of how science is presented and
studied is required."

(p. 9).

It is evidence such as that from the IEA which has
stimulated public debate over the current quality of
science education in the United States.

It is apparent

that the promise of the post-Sputnik curriculum reform has
not been fulfilled.

Science educators still have given

"little sustained thought" to the development of those
skills which science educators generally recognize as
important in the scientific enterprise:

observation,

analysis, evaluation, and hypothesizing;

skills which find

their parallel in the literature on critical thinking.
Crow and Haws

(1985) state,

"science

[process skills]

seems

to exemplify those skills which most authorities agree are
recognized as part of the definition of critical thinking
sk i 11 s ."

We may even question what it is that we want students
to acquire from science education.

One of the earlier

considerations for reform was the perception that science
education was too fact-based and required only rote
memorization.

Memorization is considered to be a "low

level" thinking activity.
Objectives, Handbook 1:

The Taxonomy of Educational
Cognitive Domain

(Bloom, Ed.,

1956) proposed one of the most widely accepted hierarchies
of thinking skills which ranked cognitive processes.

The

hierarchy, which has become generally known as Bloom's
Taxonomy,

is shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Thinking Levels According to Bloom's Taxonomy
1.

To know

4.

To analyze

2.

To comprehend

5.

To synthesize

3.

To apply

6.

To evaluate

Much of the concern over the quality of today's
science education reflects the desire to move students from
functioning at only the lower cognitive levels of knowledge
and comprehension toward the full realization of their
potential for functioning at the higher levels of analysis,
synthesis,

and evaluation.

Hurd

(1985)

states,

"The skills

to be developed in science teaching are those essential
acquiring, processing, and utilizing information in the
contexts of thinking critically, making decisions,

and

for

forming ethical

judgements."

Hurd further suggests that we

may not yet have developed the techniques for reaching
beyond the current methods of science instruction to
achieve these goals.

Yeager

(1982) reflected this same

position when he indicated science educators must redefine
their goals and develop new curriculum materials to support
the new goals.
In an analysis of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress's 1986 results on science achievement,
Mullis and Jenkins

(1988) report that 99.9% of the tested

17 year olds knew everyday science facts and 96.7%
understood simple scientific principles.

When faced with

questions which asked them to apply scientific knowledge,
the percentage able to perform this task, an activity which
is intermediate between the lower cognitive level of
knowledge and comprehension and the higher cognitive levels
of analysis,
Taxonomy

synthesis and evaluation according to Bloom's

(see Table 1), dropped to 80.8%.

The figures

became even more dismal as the assessment challenged
students at the higher levels of the cognitive processes.
When asked to analyze data, only 41.4% were able to do so
correctly.

When asked to synthesize specialized

information to solve problems, only 7.5% of the tested 17
year olds were able to do so.
In all of the reports on the state of science
education, there are remarkably few recommendations on

techniques to move toward the attainment of the goals which
the preceding reports espouse, that is, developing programs
which enable students to attain greater achievement on
science tasks which require the utilization of the higher
level thinking abilities.

One readily available tool which

may enhance students' thinking skills is writing.
Writing is one of humankind's earliest inventions
(Walshe, 1987) .

One which may have made possible the

transition of humankind from simple tribal cultures to the
complex societies of today.

Without the written language

there would be no effective way to pass on the tremendous
store of accumulated knowledge.

Even with the capabilities

of modern computers to store vast quantities of
information, to make use of that information, it must be
accessed and utilized, usually in a logical written form.
Someone has to initially write what is to be stored for
future reference.

The user of the information has to

effectively use the alternate, inseparable skill of
reading.

The effective use of writing may open the way for

students to enhance their critical thinking skills

(Bland &

Ko pp el , 1988) .
Science educators have long depended on textbooks and
laboratory exercises supplied by various publishers.

There

is evidence that these materials, and the teachers'
dependence on them, do little to cause students to exercise

higher mental abilities

(Beyer, 1984; Holdzkom & Lutz,

1984; Muther, 1985; Osborn, Jones, & Stein,

1985).

The fully engaged writer, on the other hand,

"...

takes thoughts from the invisible mind and makes them
visible on paper.

They can then contemplate this

objectified thought and revise it until it becomes the best
thinking of which they are capable."
Scinto

(1986)

(Walshe,

1987).

states, ". . . in the written norm the

psychological locus of control is situated within the
producer of the text.

. . . The construction of text is

itself a complex and conscious analytical activity in which
there takes place a logical structuring analogous to higher
mental functions."

(p. 101).

One currently accepted method of teaching writing is
termed "the writing process."

This is a systematized plan

to have students write as an author might.

Walshe

(1987)

compares the writing process to the scientific process in
seven areas:
refine,

problem, investigation,

announcement, and reaction.

insight, express,
This comparison is

shown in abbreviated form in Table 2.

Also,

see Appendix A

for an expanded explanation of the writing process.
In discussing thinking processes,

such as problem

solving, decision making, and composition, under which
title they discuss the writing process,
(1988)

Marzano et a l .

also support the view that there are similar

cognitive and aesthetic processes occurring regardless of
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Table 2
A Comparison of the Writing Process and
the Scientific Process
WRITING PROCESS

SCIENTIFIC PROCESS

Problem

Experience
Decision to
write

Problem
Define as
question

Investigation

Pre-writing
Research
Brainstorming

Observation
Stratagems
Data collection

Insight

11lumination
Look for pattern
Limit subject

11lumination
Generalization
Inspiration

Expr e.ss

Drafting
Plan then
first draft

Hypothesis
Draft precisely

Refine

Revision
Self-editing
Redrafting

Experiment
Verification
Final writing

Announce

Publication
Show to others
Circulate widely

Publication
To associates
Publish widely

Reaction

Response
Appreciation
Criticism

Response
Acceptance
Criticism

the thinking activity engaged in.

They indicate the only

difference between decision making, problem solving, and
scientific inquiry is in the purpose for which an activity
is undertaken, and the writing process has application in
all of the noted areas.

It can be argued that, with the

possible exception of some artistic endeavors,

the end

product of problem solving, decision making, or the
scientific process is in some written form when the purpose
is for consumption by an individual or dissemination to a
larger audience.
Considering the writing process more closely,

it

becomes evident that it is a manifestation of a group of
abilities which appear to be universally present in
normally functioning humans.

We may identify these

abilities under the broad heading of language.

There are

at least three different views of the writing process as it
relates to language.

First there is the view that there is

a direct linear relationship between the underlying
language ability and speech and the writing process.

In

this construct, the development of writing ability is
dependent on preexisting oral skills.

The second view is

that speech and the writing process both access the
underlying ability of language.

Both interact with each

other, but are independent and equivalent manifestations of
the underlying language abilities.

The third view, not

widely held, is that speech and the writing process are
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separate and independent manifestations of the underlying
language abilities.

A more complete description of these

three views is found in Scinto's book, Written Language and
Psychological Development

(1986).

Figure 1 presents a

schematic representation of the relationships described by
Scinto between language ability inherent in the normal
human brain function, the development of speech, and the
development of writing ability.
Figure 1
Schematic Representation of the Relationship Between
Language Ability,
L anguage Ability

Speech, and Writing
L anguage Ability

L an g u ag e Ability

Speech

Wr i t i n g

*

Speech"^:— ^ w ritin g

Wr i t i n g
DEPENDENT MODEL

Thus,

INDEPENDENT MODEL

INTERACTIVE MODEL

language is viewed as the underlying set of

abilities centered in the human brain through which
individuals seek to understand external realities.

It is

through the internal manipulation of the symbologies which
have been assigned to external realities that we think.
Scinto

(1986)

states:

. . . the production of written text demands more
elaborate strategies of preplanning.

Written language
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demands the conscious organization of ensembles of
propositions to achieve its end.

The need to

manipulate linguistic means in such a conscious and
deliberate fashion entails a level of linguistic selfreflection not called forth in oral discourse.
The preceding comments suggest that thinking skills
and achievement are inextricably linked.

Bloom categorized

thinking skills into an acceptable hierarchy;

it is through

assigning rankings within such a hierarchy to the types of
thinking required to answer a question that we assess the
level at which student achievement occurs.

The 1986 NAEP

science assessment indicated that science educators would
seem to be achieving acceptable results when one only
considers the reported percentage of 17 year old students
who knew everyday science facts, a relatively low level
thinking skill according to Bloom's Taxonomy.

When the

results which required higher level cognitive processes are
considered,

it becomes evident that the calls for reform in

the way in which we teach science are legitimate.

The

evidence presented in a recent study indicated that
students in the United States compared unfavorably with
students from other countries in science achievement
1988; Mullis & Jenkins, 1988).

(IEA,

In order to empower

students to be scientifically literate citizens in a
democratic society,

science education must provide more

than fact-based instruction.

The use of science
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instruction techniques which utilize the activities of the
writing process may be an available instructional strategy
by which science teachers can enhance the higher order
thinking skills of their students.
Justification for the Study
The educational system in the United States has,
through time, come to view thinking, writing, and science
as fundamental aspects of education.

There have been

numerous articles written on each topic, as well as
numerous articles on how to assess various aspects of each
area, e.g., achievement, methodologies for instruction,
curriculum, philosophy, and history are a few of the areas
that are widely addressed in the literature
Erickson & Erickson,

1984; Eylon & Linn,

(Hopkins, 1981;

1988).

Even

though the science process and thinking are generally
accepted as being mutually inclusive, and the writing
process is considered to be an acceptable and widely
Utilized teaching methodology (Tremmel,

1987;

Sanders,

1985), an ERIC search conducted on March 7, 1989 produced
only 34 articles when these three areas were crossreferenced .
Of the 34 articles retrieved from the ERIC search,
only one was directly related to using the writing process
as a teaching methodology specifically utilized to increase
student achievement in science classrooms.
Tierney

Wotring and

(1981) each conducted an independent research
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project to consider the use of the writing process in
science classrooms.

The two projects were reported

together in Two Studies of Writing in High School Science/
a publication of the Bay Area Writing Project, Berkeley,
California.
In the first study, Wotring used the writing process
activity of maintaining a journal with the students in a
high school chemistry class.

Her analysis of the journals

was subjective and anecdotal in nature,
attempt to quantify the study.

and there was no

After her analysis of the

student journals, one of the conclusions she reached was
that the journals caused the participants to "reflect on
their own thoughts."
The second study was done by Tierney, who was a high
school biology teacher, and used two intact classes of
biology students.

Tierney's class was the experimental

group and a teaching peer's class was the control group.
Tierney used various writing process techniques in his
classroom, while the control group teacher continued to use
his standard science teaching methodologies.

A teacher-

designed pretest and posttest was administered.

The short

term achievement effects between the groups were not
significant.

However, the experimental group did have

better scores on a delayed posttest which tested recall of
material that had been presented.
of the test itself.

There was no discussion

The other 33 articles were only indirectly related to
the question explored in this study; that is, "does using
the writing process as an instructional technique enhance
science students' critical thinking skills'?"

There is

ample foundation in the literature to suggest that the
writing process, used in a carefully considered program,
may enhance students' ability to utilize critical thinking
skills.

Scinto

(1986) refers to the "objectified thought"

of the writer bringing forth the best thinking possible,
and Yeany et a l . (1986)

stated that learning strategies

which held students organize and process data aid in
learning science process skills.

Research into the

potential relationship between the writing process,
science, and critical thinking skills is virtually
nonexistent.

Thus, an experimental study such as this one

will provide evidence that writing may be so fundamental an
act that science educators have overlooked its
instructional potential, when utilized as a well planned
method of instruction via "the writing process," for
helping learners achieve the development of critical
thinking skills.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine if an
effect exists between the utilization of the writing
process as a teaching methodology, and students' critical
thinking skills in ninth grade biology I classes.

While

there has been considerable research in the three areas of
critical thinking,

the writing process,

and learner

achievement in biology related to the thinking skill
required for the correct response to various assessment
items,

there is no research which examines the potential

relationships among all three fields.

of

This study would be

an attempt to fill the void in the research literature by
determining if an effect exists between the use of the
writing process as an instructional method and the
development of critical thinking skills in biology I
science classes.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study lies in the potential
for suggesting an available teaching methodology to enhance
the critical thinking skills of science students.

The

national concern over the quality of science education has
focused on the inability of students to perform at the
higher cognitive levels, as established by the NAEP and
other studies.

Thus, this investigation will provide a

basis for the critical examination of science teacher
reliance on textbook assignments,

lecture,

as the traditional teaching methodology,

and discussion

in comparison with

the use of the writing process as an alternate,
more effective,

potentially

teaching method for the development of

critical thinking skills in science classroom instruction.
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Statement of the Problem
Does the use of the writing process as an
instructional method in biology I science classrooms
enhance the critical thinking abilities of biology I
science students as measured by performance on the WatsonGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal?
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study the following terms will
have the indicated meaning.
Critical Thinking Skills - Thinking which results in good
judgements relying on criteria.
and sensitive to context.

It is self-correcting

(Lipman, 1988).

The Writing Process - A complex, recursive process which
is recognized as having the following steps:
prewriting,
sharing,

(2) precomposing,

(5) revising,

evaluation.

(3) writing,

(6) editing,

and

(1)

(4)

(7)

(Olson, 1984).

Biology I - An introductory biology course which includes
instruction in cellular biology, molecular biology,
genetics, plant kingdom, animal kingdom, and ecology.
Higher Order Cognitive Skills - The thinking skills of
analysis,

synthesis, and evaluation according to

Bloom's Taxonomy.
Intermediate Order Cognitive Skills - The thinking skill
of application according to Bloom's Taxonomy.
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Lower Order Cognitive Skills - The thinking skills of
knowledge and comprehension according to Bloom's
Taxonomy.
Traditional Teaching Methods - The teaching methods which
rely on lecture, textbook assignments,

and

verification laboratory exercises.
Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were formulated to
answer the problem statement:
H q :1

There is no significant difference between
the mean critical thinking ability scores of
ninth grade biology I students whose
teachers use the writing process as an
instructional method, and the mean critical
thinking scores of ninth grade biology I
students whose teachers use traditional
teaching methods as measured by the WatsonGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.

Hq :2

There is no significant difference between
the mean critical thinking ability scores of
male ninth grade biology I students whose
teachers use the writing process as an
instructional method, and the mean critical
thinking scores of male ninth grade biology
I students whose teachers use traditional

teaching methods as measured by the WatsonG.laser Critical Thinking Appraisal.
Hq :3

There is no significant difference between
the mean critical thinking ability scores of
female ninth grade biology I students whose
teachers use the writing process as an
instructional method, and the mean critical
thinking scores of female ninth grade
biology I students whose teachers use
traditional teaching methods as measured by
the Watson-Glaser Test Critical Thinking
Appraisal.

Assumptions
This study will be based on the following assumptions:
1.

Students entering ninth grade biology I classes
will be between 168 months old and 180 months old
(14 to 15 years o l d ) .

2.

The experimental group teachers will correctly
utilize the techniques of the writing process as
the instructional method in their classes.

3.

The control group teachers will not use
instructional techniques which approximate those
of the writing process, and will use the
traditional teaching method.

4.

Critical thinking skills are a subset of the
thinking skills of analysis,

synthesis, and
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evaluation as each has been identified in The
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,
Cognitive Domain.
5.

(Bloom, Ed.,

Handbook 1:

1956).

Critical thinking skills can be measured for
ninth grade biology I students using the WatsonGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal as the
assessment instrument.

6.

There is a relationship between the use of the
writing process as an instructional method and a
learner's utilization of critical thinking
skilIs.

7.

The students in the control group and the
experimental group will participate in the
assessment of critical thinking skills to the
best of their ability.

Limitations
This study will be limited to those 14 and 15 year old
students entering ninth grade biology I classes from the
eighth grade.

Students who may be repeating biology I will

be excluded from the findings of the study.

Students who

enter the control group or the experimental group after the
start of the study will not be included in the results.
Students who leave the control group or the experimental
group after the start of the experiment will be excluded
from the final data analysis.
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Summary
Science has historically been viewed as a discipline
which promotes the development and use of higher level
cognitive skills among students.

However, recent

assessments have shown that science students in the United
States do not compare favorably with science students in
other countries, especially on assessment of achievement
measures which require the use of higher order thinking
skills.

This disparity is especially large when

considering the achievement performance of United States
students studying biology

(IEA, 1988) .

The writing process is a systematized method for
teaching writing skills which utilizes techniques which may
be adaptable for use in classroom instruction in other
curriculum areas.

Recently, the writing process has gained

acceptance among educators as an appropriate methodology
for instruction in curriculum areas other than English or
language arts, as evidenced by the literature dealing with
writing across the curriculum.

The use of the writing

process as an instructional strategy purports to enhance
students' higher level thinking skills.

There is a

considerable amount of literature devoted to the writing
process.

However, much of the literature deals with

opinion and speculation.

Currently, there is little

evidence to support the hypothesis that the use of the
writing process as an instructional method enhances student
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performance on tasks requiring the use of higher level
thinking skills.
In spite of the lack of evidence,
sufficient historical
(Swinton,

there is a

link between thinking and writing

1890; Morrow, McLean, & Blaisdell,

1903)

to

provide support for the hypothesis that the appropriate use
of the writing process as an instructional method may
improve students' use of higher order thinking skills.
This study was designed to test this hypothesis,
specifically for learners in ninth grade biology I classes.
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2
Review of the Literature
This study will examine the effect of using the
writing process as an instructional method in biology I
classrooms and learners' critical thinking skills.

Both

thinking and the writing process have been the subject of
many articles in the literature, as indicated in the
preceding chapter.

However,

the current literature, while

emphasizing the need for improving the level of learners'
critical thinking skills in science, has not examined the
possible beneficial effects of using the writing process as
an instructional method to improve the development of
higher order thinking skills

n science.

This chapter will be developed in three sections:
science curriculum since World War II,
and

(1)

(2) thinking skills,

(3) the writing process.

Science Curriculum Since World War II
At the conclusion of World War II, the United States
was the technological leader of the world

However, there

were clear signals that this lead could easily be
jeopardized,

since war service had interrupted the

education of approximately 150,000 potential

scientists and

engineers

(Platt, 1975).

Harvard University President

James B. Conant stated in 1945 " . . .

the future of science

in this country will be determined by our basic educational
policy."

It was this atmosphere that fostered the

establishment of the National Science Foundation
1950.

The purpose of the NSF was two-fold:

(NSF) in

to encourage

basic research in the sciences, and to support science
education

(McCurdy,

1981).

The second goal,

support of

science education, was implemented almost exclusively
through college and university graduate fellowships;

little

attention was given to pre-college programs.
Through the decade of the 50s there was increasing
concern over the technological advances made in the Soviet
Union.

This concern began to focus attention on a national

agenda for educational reform.

These calls for reform

peaked in 1957 with the successful launch of Sputnik I by
scientists in the Soviet Union

(Kyle et a l ., 1982; Helgeson

et a l ., 1977).
The NSF was quick to look to the supply of future
scientists and engineers by shifting its support for
science education from college and university graduate
students toward the inclusion of pre-college teachers.
This shift in program emphasis was reflected in the budget
for education; by 1959 almost one-half of the total NSF
budget was directed to pre-college curriculum development
projects and teacher in-service training programs to
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support the new curricula being developed
1982) .

Teacher in-service training programs had increased

from just 2 in 1954 to 412 in 1963
Platt,

(Kyle et al.,

1975).

(Kyle et a l ., 1982;

By 1973 more than 7,000 in-service programs

had served over 100,000 pre-college teachers

(Platt, 1975).

The focus of the teacher training programs was
primarily to service the new science curricula that were
being developed under the auspices of the NSF.

Early in

the 19 50s the NSF had become concerned about declining
enrollments in science classes at the pre-college level
(Helgeson et a l ., 1977).

The involvement of the NSF in

pre-college science education was manifest primarily
through the development of "new" curricula that departed
significantly from the "old" curricula.
projects were funded through the 1960s;

New curriculum
these projects

resulted in an acronym-laden plethora of new materials.
Some of the more prominent were BSCS, Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study; CHEMStudy, Chemical Education Materials
Study; and PSSC Physics, Physical Science Study Committee.
The development of these materials, as well as a multitude
of others, is well documented in the literature.

These new

curricula, even though developed for several different
science disciplines,

shared the common feature of

emphasizing science process and inquiry learning compared
with the old, or traditional, curricula which emphasized
learning facts and their subsequent verification.

Teachers
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had to receive special training in the implementation of
these new curriculum materials, as well as simply upgrading
their content area skills.
With the decade of the 70s, the euphoria with which
educators and politicians had embraced the new emphasis on
science education had begun to dissipate.

Between 1959 and

1970 the percentage of the NSF budget earmarked for
education had dropped from about 50% to 35%.

The drop

between 1970 and 1975 is even more dramatic, with education
programs receiving only 8% of the total NSF budget in 1975
(American Chemical Society,

1974).

See Figure 2 for the

NSF education budget as a percentage of the total budget in
selected years

(National Science Foundation,

1982).

Figure 2
Education Expenditures of the National Science Foundation
as a Percentage of the Total Budget in Selected Years

50%

4 1 .7%
28.6 %

30 %

3 1 .6 %
2 7 .4 %

10%

2 .5%
1955

1958

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

The decline in support was especially evident in
summer institute programs for secondary science teachers.
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Between 1967 and 1971 summer institutes were funded at
approximately $22 million per year; by 1974 the funding had
decreased to $5.2 million; in 1975 the funding was
projected at $2.8 million

(American Chemical Society,

1974).
The erosion of the NSF education directorate's budget
continued until 1981 when the office and its budget were
abolished by the Reagan Administration.

This, in spite of

the fact that a national agenda was again building
regarding the quality of education in general, and science
and mathematics education in particular.

There have been

many studies and reports on educational reform, but
probably the most widely known was A Nation at Risk
(National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983).
This report, along with other state and national reports,
created an atmosphere that led to the re-establishment of
the NSF education directorate in 1984.
of the directorate was $39 million;
budget;

The proposed budget

3% of the total NSF

one-half of the NSF education budget when the

directorate was abolished in 1981
Representatives,

(U.S. House of

1984) .

Some indication of the implications of this decline in
funding may be found in the Report of the 1985-86 National
Survey of Science and Mathematics Education

(Weiss, 1987).

This survey was conducted as a follow-up to an earlier
survey conducted in 1977.

For science, the reported use of

textbooks has remained consistent.

Ninety-two percent of

the science teachers surveyed in 1977 reported using a
textbook.

In 1985-86,

93% of the science teachers surveyed

reported using a textbook.

Of this latter group, only 61%

rated their textbooks favorably in the development of
problem-solving skills, and 22% of the teachers in grades
10-12 thought textbook quality was either somewhat of a
problem or a serious problem.

The percentage of teachers

using hands-on instructional techniques in their most
recent lesson dropped from 53% in 1977 to 39% in 1985-86.
This would seem to reflect a greater dependence on the
textbook even though substantial numbers of teachers report
problems with their textbooks, especially in the
development of problem-solving skills.

The drop in hands-

on instruction also correlated with reductions in funding
for training teachers in the use of the new science
curricula which focused on the use of process skills and
inquiry learning, tasks which required more hands-on
activities than instruction using traditional methods.
The science teachers'
strategies,

choice of instructional

as reported by Robert Yeager,

Holdzkom and Lutz

(1984)

is summarized by

in Research Within Reach:

Science

Education:
1.

Over 90% of all science teachers use a textbook
9 5% of the time; hence the textbook becomes the
course outline, the framework,

the parameters for
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students' experience,

testing,

and world view of

science.
2.

There is virtually no evidence of science being
learned by direct experience.

3.

Nearly all science teachers "present” science via
lectures and/or question-and-answer techniques;
such lectures and question/answer periods are
based upon the information presented in the
textbooks chosen.

This assessment of the science teachers' dependence on
textbooks is supported by other authors from various other
curriculum areas as well.
and Stein

(1985)

Muther

(1985) and Osborn, Jones,

analyzed the use of textbooks in various

areas and concluded that 70 to 90 percent of classroom
decisions made by teachers are based on the material in the
textbook they are using.
Science seems to exemplify the very skills that, in
spite of hazy conceptualization, most authorities agree are
a part of the definition of thinking skills
1985).

These skills,

(Crow & Haws,

in part, are observing,

hypothesizing, concluding, inferring, and analyzing;
however, the evidence reported previously indicated that
science teachers may not be using instructional strategies
which provide students opportunities to practice or attain
these skills.
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Thinking Skills
Thinking, and the development of thinking, among
students is one of the fundamental goals of education.

It

has become clear from evidence presented previously that in
recent years the educational system has not done an
acceptable job in fostering thinking in science students
beyond what is generally recognized as the lower cognitive
levels.

Numerous local, state, and national reports have

focused on this issue during the current national debate
over the quality of education.

The message which schools

are being criticized for conveying to the students is the
quest for the "right answer"

(Marzano et a l ., 1988).

In

analyses of the 1986 results of nationwide testing done by
the National Assessment of Educational Progress, Mullis and
Jenkins

(1988) concluded that students tested did well when

faced with problems which required only lower level
thinking skills, but did poorly on more complex items which
required higher thinking levels.
Walshe

(1987) believes that there is no effective

difference between thinking and learning;

learning and

problem solving; or problem solving and scientific inquiry.
In his view, these skills all require similar cognitive
processes.

According to Walshe then, all of these terms

may then be used interchangeably, and they reflect general
processes which may be referred to as thinking skills.
this is true, then science teachers may not be doing an

If
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effective job in fostering those skills which best promote
learning, as evidenced by results presented in the National
Assessment of Education Progress.

Reliance on textbooks

which emphasize factual knowledge only exacerbates the
problem.
Beyer

(1984)

suggests that textbooks are not very good

at reinforcing thinking skills, and that most have no
organized way of guiding the student or the teacher in the
use of the material in the text.

de Bono

(1983)

feels that

the teaching of thinking skills in the content area may not
be particularly effective anyway; attention to the content
material may detract from focusing on the thinking skills
being used to attend to the material.
not consider that,
situations,

for the present,

These comments do

in most classroom

the textbook is the primary tool for delivering

the lesson, and the end-of-chapter exercises,

the means by

which the student is made to think about and manipulate
what he/she has learned.

Nicely

(1985)

developed his own

method for assigning thinking levels to mathematics
problems in math textbooks.

He reported that the textbooks

he evaluated showed a lack of problems requiring higher
order thinking skills, and that lower order thinking skill
problems comprised 90 to 95 percent of the student
e xe rcises.
There are numerous suggestions for teachers on how to
incorporate the teaching of thinking ski!Is into their
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instructional repertory.

Most methods of teaching thinking

skills reported in the literature involve devising
projects,

or using specially developed materials

1983; Galyean,
Haywood,

1983; McCormack,

1984).

(de Bono,

1984; Delclos, Bransford,

&

Many teachers do not incorporate time

consuming strategies into their teaching repertory.
Most science teachers, and others as well, would
respond in the affirmative when asked if they taught their
students to think.
Holdzkom and Lutz

Yeager's summary, as reported by
(1984), however, supported the premise

that teachers are reinforcing thinking skills only to the
extent that specific thinking skills are utilized in the
textbooks themselves.

The writing process,

as adapted for

science instruction, may provide a new teaching method to
assist teachers in moving beyond the textbook in developing
student thinking skills, and thus enable students to
function at the higher levels of cognitive activity.
The Writing Process
Swinton, in his 1877 textbook School Composition
states,

"Pupils must first be taught how to write at all,

before they can be shown how to write well."
McLean, and Blaisdell

Morrow,

(1903) reinforce and extend the idea

of teaching writing to include the facility of expression
of thought.

Thus, the writing process as a means of

encouraging thought has roots in the early literature.

The

writing process as a means of teaching writing has its more
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contemporary foundations in the work of James Moffett.
Moffett's

(1968) book, A Student-Centered Language Arts

Curriculum, Grades K-13;
stated,

In

A Handbook for Teachers, he

"Most profoundly considered, a course of language

learning is a course in thinking.

A writing assignment,

for example, is a thinking assignment."

(p. 11).

The

interaction between writing and thinking was recognized
early in the development of the style of writing
instruction which became known as "the writing process."
Olson

(1984) identified the writing process as a

seven-step activity.

The seven steps and a brief

description of each are shown in Table 3.
Prior to the mid-1960s, writing was most often
concerned with the product; there was very little attention
given to the process of production
1986).

(Hull & Bartholomae,

Indeed, students did very little writing at all in

English or any other class according to Applebee

(1981).

Students often wrote little more than a sentence or phrase
on essay questions.

Teachers often did not distinguish

between assignments which were clearly rephrased or copied
from material available in students' textbooks, and those
assignments which showed a greater degree of understanding,
but used more original language

(Pradl & Mayher, 19 85).

The writing process, through prewriting,
rewriting,

drafting,

and editing activities, encourages more student

writing and provides the opportunity for students to
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Table 3
The Writing Process
STAGE

1.

PREWRITING

PROCESS

Activities designed to stimulate the
thought processes in order to generate
ideas.

2.

PRECOMPOSING

Activities to help students focus their
ideas into a suitable writing activity.

3.

WRITING

Transforming thought into print.

4.

SHARING

Sharing that which has been written
with other students and the teacher for
feedback.

Determining others'

reactions to that which has been
written.

5.

REVISING

Rethinking and reshaping the written
product.

6.

EDITING

Error correction.

7.

EVALUATION

Assessment of the final product.
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internalize a task and develop greater understanding and
better thinking

(Olson, 1984).

Summary
In Project 2061, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science

(1989) has proposed changes in the

science curriculum to reduce the factual information a
student must retain to satisfy course requirements, and
instead increase the emphasis on "ideas and thinking
skills."

This view is a continuation of views found in the

literature referring to science curriculum reforms since
World War II.

In spite of the calls for reform in the

science curriculum to increase the emphasis on science
process skills which required students to use higher order
thinking skills, the evidence suggested that teachers still
continued to use traditional instructional techniques which
were based heavily on lecture, textbook assignments,

and

verification laboratory exercises.
The writing process has gained wide acceptance as an
instructional methodology in English classes.

More

recently it has begun to be used in content areas other
than English under the general rubric of "writing across
the curriculum"

(Hull & Bartholomae, 1986).

One of the

assertions which has been made about the use of the writing
process is that it enhances students'
order thinking skills.

ability to use higher

An examination of the literature

revealed that there was little in the way of evidence to
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support this claim.

There is, however,

a great deal of

speculation, opinion, and anecdotal information offered in
the literature.
When the literature was searched for information
concerning the writing process as an instructional
methodology in science classrooms, it was discovered that
there was virtually no research in this area.

In spite of

the lack of empirical information on the writing process,
there is reason to believe that assertions about the
relationship between the writing process and thinking
skills exists.

If such a relationship does exist, then

using the writing process as an instructional strategy in
science classes may improve student performance in the use
of the higher order thinking skills required in the
scientific process.
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3
Method of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or
not an effect exists between the use of the writing process
as an instructional method,

and the development of critical

thinking skills by 14-15 year old biology I students, as
measured by performance on the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal.

Critical thinking skills were

identified as the appropriate dependent variable,

since the

use of the scientific process has been regarded as evidence
of students'

use of the higher order cognitive levels

exemplified by critical thinking
Alport,

(Kyle, Shymansky,

1982; Morgenstern & Renner, 1984);

&

and since the

use of the writing process as an instructional method also
has claimed success in enhancing student critical thinking
ability

(Bland & Koppel, 1988).

there had been only two studies

At the time of this study
(Wotring & Tierney,

19 81)

which had examined the effect of the use of the writing
process as an instructional method, and the scientific
process,

and the enhancement of critical thinking skills of

students taught in science classrooms.
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This chapter is divided into four sections:

(1) the

population and the sample, and the selection of subjects
for inclusion in the study;
instrument;

(2) the selection of the

(3) the design of the study;

and

(4) the method

of data treatment.
Population,

Sample, and Selection of the Subjects

The location for this study was the Clark County
School District of Nevada, a county coterminous school
district which included a wide variety of school settings,
ranging from schools located in rural communities to innercity urban schools.

The total student population for

kindergarten through twelfth grade was over 110,000 at the
time of this study.

The student population was racially

and culturally diverse for the school district.
The student population for this study included all 1415 year old biology I students who were enrolled in ninth
grade biology I classes in the Clark County School District
of Nevada during the fall semester of the 1989-90 school
year.

Administratively, it was not possible to randomly

assign students to individual classrooms; consequently the
sampling unit was the intact classroom which consisted of
students who had been assigned to each biology I class by
the attendance school.

Individual student assignment was

accomplished by computer.

Students enroll for classes, and

a school district computer system assigns them to class
period and teacher within a given school; this process
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reduced the introduction of bias because it afforded a
degree of randomization of student assignment to classes.
The sample was limited by the number of biology I
teachers who had received special training in the use of
the writing process as an instructional methodology.

Three

biology I teachers were identified who had received
training in the use of the writing process as an
instructional methodology, and who would participate in the
study.

All three teachers had received 16 hours of special

training in using the writing process as an instructional
methodology from a high school biology teacher who was a
graduate of the Bay Area Writing Project,

and who had

recognized expertise in the use of the writing process as
an instructional method in biology classes.

The Bay Area

Writing Project was a nationally recognized teacher
training program, and is currently located at the
University of California, Berkeley.

Graduates of the

program have received training in the use of "the writing
p ro cess."
Selection of the Instrument
Since the dependent variable was identified as
critical thinking ability, the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal,

1980 edition, was selected as the

assessment instrument.

The instrument was an 80 item,

multiple choice, norm referenced, test which contained five
sub-tests.

The five sub-tests were:

(1) inference,

(2)
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recognition of assumptions,
interpretation, and

(3) deduction,

(4)

(5) evaluation of arguments.

Two forms

of the instrument were available, Form A and Form B.
A was selected as the pretest instrument,

Form

and Form B was

selected as the posttest instrument.
The reliability and validity of the instrument have
been established using a variety of techniques.

Of special

interest for the purpose of this study was the reliabiJity
coefficient reported for ninth grade students; based on
split-half correlations, and using the Spearman-Brown
formula for corrections, it was reported for a sample of
243 ninth grade students as .69 for Form A of the test and
.76 for Form B of the test.

For a test of this nature,

this was an acceptable reliability; further, the
reliability has been established for the age level student
who participated in this study (Watson & Glaser,

1980).

The construct validity and content validity of the
instrument have both been established by several studies of
the instrument itself, and through examination of studies
in which the instrument was used as a measure of critical
thinking ability when such skills were of interest in an
instructional setting.

Watson and Glaser

(1980) reported

two studies of critical thinking in science classrooms
where nontraditional teaching methods were compared with
traditional teaching methods.

These two studies confirmed

the construct and content validity; interestingly, the

concept of these studies was similar to the concept of this
study in that Sorenson

(1966) and Agne and Blick

(1972)

assessed critical thinking skills among biology and earth
science students who were instructed using nontraditional
teaching methodologies,

and compared these with the

critical thinking skills of science students who were
instructed using traditional teaching methodologies, as
defined for the purposes of this study.
Design of the Study
The experimental group consisted of three intact
biology I classes of approximately 30 students each.

The

control group consisted of three intact biology I classes
of approximately 30 students each.

The control group

classes were taught by the same teachers who instructed the
experimental group classes, thus controlling for bias which
may affect the dependent variable outcomes.
The control group classes received the same content
instruction as the experimental group classes; however, the
teachers used traditional instructional methods in the
conduct of the control group classes.

The experimental

group classes received instruction which used the methods
of the writing process as the instructional method.

See

Appendix A for a sample lesson plan which compares the use
of the writing process as an instructional method with the
use of traditional teaching methods for the same science
content.

The teachers participating in the study
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maintained a weekly journal describing the writing process
activities which were used in classroom instruction with
the experimental group.

Examples of student products from

similar assignments given to both the experimental group
and the control group were recorded in the journal.
Control group and experimental group classes were
distributed throughout the school day to minimize any bias
from the influence of the time of day the class was taught.
Students were unable to preselect teachers or class
periods;

student assignment to class period and to teacher

was accomplished in the Clark County School District of
Nevada by computer as described earlier.

Demographic data

on the students who participated in the study was made
available to the writer by the Clark County School
District.
The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form A
was administered as the pretest to the subjects between
September 5 and September 8, 1989.

The participating

classroom teachers administered the instrument; prior to
September 5, 1989, the teachers had received instruction,
according to the manual, for the administration of the
instrument.

The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal,

Form B was administered to the subjects completing the
study between December 11 and December 14, 1989.

The

answer forms resulting from both testing sessions were hand
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scored by the writer using the answer key provided by the
test publisher.
Method of Data Treatment
The appropriate statistical treatment of intact groups
is the analysis of covariance

(Kirk, 1982).

Mean scores of

the pooled results from the three control group classes and
the mean scores of the pooled results from the three
experimental group classes on the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal were compared statistically by utilizing
the analysis of covariance.

The mean pretest scores from

the initial administration of the instrument were used as
the covariate.
Since this was a preliminary study,

the alpha level

for determining significance was established at the .05
level.

Power,

the alpha level.
(Kirk,

n°t as bound by convention as is
A generally acceptable power level is .80

1982 p. 38; Shavelson,

1988 p. 303), and was the

power considered appropriate for this study.
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4

Analysis of the Data
This study examined whether an effect existed between
the type of instructional methodology used and the critical
thinking ability of ninth grade biology I students.

The

two types of instructional methodologies used in this study
were "traditional" teaching methods which emphasize
lecture, discussion, and textbook assignments,

and a non-

traditional teaching method described as "the writing
process."

An additional examination of the data was

conducted to determine if a gender difference existed.
There were 150 students, 74 in the experimental group
and 76 in the control group, who participated in the
pretest.

At the conclusion of the experiment, there were

128 of the original 150 ninth grade biology I students who
participated in the posttest.

The 22 students who were

eliminated were dropped from the study in accordance with
the study limitations, which were discussed earlier.

The

study data was then collected on 65 subjects in the
experimental group, and 63 subjects in the control group.
A data chart was prepared for the study participants which
contained the following information for each subject:
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student identification number;
status

sex; ethnic origin; group

(i.e., experimental or control); total raw score on

the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form A
(pretest); and total raw score on the Watson-Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form B(posttest).

The data

chart is shown in Appendix B.
The data was

analyzed on an Apple IIGS computer

enhanced to 1.2 5 megabyte RAM.

The

program used

was the

APP-STAT statistical package produced by StatSoft, 2832
East 10th St. #4, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104.
program,

To validate the

sample analysis of covariance problems were

selected from Kirk

(1982) and Shavelson

(1988) .

The

problems were analyzed with the APP-STAT program, and the
results obtained were compared to the results given by Kirk
and Shavelson.

With minor variations due to rounding in

the third and/or fourth decimal place, the results obtained
with the APP-STAT program corresponded to two decimal
places with the given results.
The information in this chapter is presented in four
major sections:

(1) demographic data of the subjects;

statistical analysis of the data;
considerations;

and

(2)

(3) ethnic minority

(4) summary and discussion.

Demographic Data of the Subjects
Table 4 shows the demographic profile of the
experimental group by sex and ethnic origin.

The table

shows that there were 24 male and 41 female students in the
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experimental group.
as follows:
males;

The 24 male students were distributed

18 white males;

3 black males;

0 Hispanic

2 Asian males; and 1 American Indian male.

The 41

female students in the experimental group were distributed
as follows:
females;

31 white females;

4 black females; 4 Hispanic

2 Asian females; and 0 American Indian females.
Table 4
Ethnic Origin and Sex Distribution
of the Experimental Group
N = 65
Ethnic Origin

WHITE
MALE

BLACK

HISP.

ASIAN

AM IND

TOTAL

18

(28%)

3

(5%) 0

(0%) 2

(3%) 1

(1%) 24

(37%)

FEMALE 31

(48%)

4

(6%) 4

(6%) 2

(3%) 0

(0%) 41

(63%)

TOTAL

(76%)

7

(11%) 4

(6%) 4

(6%) 1

(1%) 65

(100%)
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The demographic profile of the control group is shown
in Table 5.

The table shows that there were 30 male

students and 3 3 female students in the control group.
30 male students were distributed as follows:
males;

2 black males;

25 white

2 Hispanic males; and 1 Asian male.

The 33 females consisted of:
females;

21 white females;

3 black

6 Hispanic females; and 3 Asian females.

There

were no male or female American Indian subjects in the
control group.

The
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Ethnic Origin and Sex Distribution
of the Control Group
N = 63
Ethnic Origin
WHITE

BLACK

HISP.

ASIAN

AM IND

TOTAL

MALE

25

(40%)

2 (3%)

2 (3%)

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

30

(48%)

FEMALE

21

(33%)

3 (5%)

6 (10%)

3 (5%)

0 (0%)

33

(52%)

TOTAL

46

(73%)

5 (8%)

8 (13%)

4 (6%)

0 (0%)

63

(100%)

An examination of Table 4 and Table 5 indicates that,
while the total numbers of students in the experimental
group and the control group were similar,

there was some

disparity in the distribution of male and female students
in the experimental group.

The author did not consider

this disparity sufficient to endanger the results,

since

the study was not using matched data sets, and the data was
analyzed with the analysis of covariance.
Statistical Analysis of the Data
Sample Size Analysis
The final sample size was sufficient to detect an
effect size of approximately 0.2 standard deviation given
the parameters established for the experimental design,
that is,

Cl

= °-5 and

j3

of *80.

Utilizing the formula

for estimating sample size given by Kirk

(1982, p. 40), it

can be shown that a sample size of 128, given the

previously stated conditions,

should be sufficient to

detect an effect size of 0.22 standard deviation.

This

effect size c]osely approximates the rule of thumb given by
Cohen

(1969) which interprets an effect size of 0.2

standard deviation as a small effect size.
Distribution of Scores for the Pretest and the
Posttest
Table 6 shows the mean raw scores,
deviations,

standard

standard errors, and ranges for the pretest and

posttest scores for the total experimental group and the
total control group.

A review of this table indicates that

there was little absolute difference between the mean raw
score for the experimental group and the control group on
the pretest.

To verify this observation, a t-test

statistic was calculated for the pretest scores of the
experimental group and the pretest scores of the control
group.

The t-test showed that there was no statistically

significant different

( Qf = .05) between the experimental

group and the control group mean critical thinking scores
on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form A.
The t-test analysis summaries are shown in Appendix C.
Hypothesis Testing
H q :1 formulated to address the problem statement was
that there would be no significant difference between the
mean critical thinking scores of ninth grade biology I
students whose teachers used the writing process as an
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Table 6

Statistical Summary for Critical Thinking Scores on the
Pretest and the Posttest for the Total Experimental
Group and the Total Control Group
TEST

GROUP

N

MEAN
RAW
SCORE

STD.
DEV.

STD.
ERROR

RANGE
RAW S<

Pre

Experimental

65

43.11

8.89

1.10

18-72

Pre

Control

63

44 .10

9. 61

1.21

24-61

Post

Experimental

65

44 .83

7.09

0.88

30-68

Post

Control

63

45.23

10.69

1.35

5-65

Note:

Maximum score = 80 .

instructional method, and the mean critical thinking scores
of ninth grade biology I students whose teachers used
traditional teaching methods, as measured by the WatsonGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.

This hypothesis was

tested by using the analysis of covariance with the
posttest score on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal, Form B as the dependent variable.

The covariate

was the pretest score on Form A of the same test.

The

independent variable was whether each subject was an
experimental group subject or a control group subject.

The

analysis of covariance summary for the total experimental
group compared with the total control group is shown in
Table 7.
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Table 7

Analysis of Covariance Summary for Critical Thinking
Scores of the Total Experimental Group
and the TotaJ Control Group
N = 128
EFFECT

SS

Covariate
Group
Within

DF

MS

F

P

84.55

.0000

0.03

.8437

4155.19

1

4155.19

1.35

1

1.35

6143.38

125

49.15

Adjusted Mean
Experimental Group

45.13

n = 65

Control Group

44.9 3

n = 63

Since the F statistic for differences between the mean
posttest scores of the total experimental group and the
total control group was less than the critical F of 3.90
(a

=

.05, df = 1, 125), the decision was to fail to reject

the null hypothesis.

The data analysis revealed no

significant difference between the experimental group and
the control group for their respective mean critical
thinking scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal, Form B.

There was an adjusted mean posttest

score difference between the experimental group and the
control group of 0.20 points, with the experimental group
scoring higher than the control group.
Hq :2 formulated to address the problem statement was
that there would be no significant difference between the

mean critical thinking scores of male ninth grade biology I
students whose teachers used the writing process as an
instructional method, and the mean critical thinking scores
of male ninth grade biology I students whose teachers used
traditional teaching methods, as measured by the WatsonGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.

This hypothesis was

tested by using the analysis of covariance with the male
students' posttest score on the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal, Form B as the dependent variable.

The

covariate was the male students' pretest score on Form A of
the same test.

The independent variable was whether each

male student was a member of the experimental group or a
member of the control group.

The analysis of covariance

summary for male students in the experimental group and
male students in the control group is shown in Table 8.
Since the F statistic for differences between the mean
posttest scores of the male subjects in the experimental
group and the male subjects in the control group was less
than the critical F of 4.04

( C ( = .05, df = 1, 51), the

decision was to fail to reject the null hypothesis.

The

data analysis revealed no significant difference between
the male subjects in the experimental group and the male
subjects in the control group on mean critical thinking
scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking AppraisaJ,
Form B.

There was an adjusted mean posttest score
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Analysis of Covariance Summary for Critical Thinking
Scores of Male Experimental Group Subjects
and Male Control Group Subjects
N = 54
EFFECT

SS

Covariate
Group, Male
Within

DF

MS

F

P

62.55

.0000

1.98

.1618

2557.45

1

2557.45

81.01

1

81.01

2085.25

51

40.89

Adjusted Mean
Experimental Group

45.36

n = 24

Control Group

47.88

n = 30

difference of 2.52 points, with the control group scoring
higher than the experimental group.
Hq :3 formulated to address the problem statement was
that there would be no significant difference between the
mean critical thinking scores of female ninth grade biology
I students whose teachers used the writing process as an
instructional method, and the mean critical thinking scores
of female ninth grade biology I students whose teachers
used traditional teaching methods, as measured by the
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.

This hypothesis

was tested by using the analysis of covariance with the
female students' posttest score on the Watson-Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form B as the dependent
variable.

The covariate was the female students' pretest
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score on Form A of the same test.

The independent variable

was whether each female student was a subject in the
experimental group or a subject in the control group.

The

analysis of covariance summary for female students in the
experimental group and female students in the control group
is shown in Table 9.
Table 9
Analysis of Covariance Summary for Critical Thinking
Scores of Female Experimental Group Subjects
and Female Control Group Subjects
N = 74
EFFECT
Covariate
Group, Female
Within

SS

DF

MS

F

P

1311.63

1

1311.63

27.56

.0002

191.10

1

191.10

4.02

.0461

3378.50

71

47.56

Adjusted Mean
Experimental Group

45.22

n = 41

Control Group

41.97

n = 33

The F statistic for differences between the mean
posttest scores of the female subjects in the experimental
group and female subjects in the control group was larger
than the critical F of 3.97

(

= .05, df = 1, 71).

Therefore, the decision was to reject the null hypothesis.
The data analysis revealed that there was a statistically
significant difference between the female members of the
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experimental group and female members of the control group
for mean

critical thinking scores on

the Watson-Glaser

Critical

Thinking Appraisal, Form B.There was an adjusted

mean posttest difference between the scores of the
experimental group and the control group of 3.25 points,
with the experimental group females scoring higher than the
control group females.
Ethnic Minority Considerations
The three null hypotheses tested previously used the
mean critical thinking scores from the sample for the
statistical analysis, as appropriate for the particular
hypothesis being tested.
the mean

Further statistical analysis

critical thinking scores of

of

the subjects from

ethnic minority groups represented in the sample was not
considered due to the small numbers of black, Hispanic,
Asian, and American Indian subjects.

However, a comparison

of the raw mean critical thinking scores for the various
ethnic minority groups may suggest avenues for further
study.
There were seven black subjects in the experimental
group.

The raw pretest mean critical thinking score was

36.14, and the raw posttest mean critical thinking score
was 41.42.

The gain in raw mean critical thinking score

for the seven black subjects in the experimental group was
5.28 points.
group.

There were five black subjects in the control

The raw pretest mean critical thinking score for
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black subjects in the control group was 39.60, and the raw
posttest mean critical thinking score for black subjects in
the control group was 40.80, for a gain in raw mean
critical thinking score of 0.80 points.
There were four Hispanic subjects in the experimental
group.

The raw pretest mean critical thinking score for

Hispanic subjects in the experimental group was 39.25, and
the raw posttest mean critical thinking score was 41.75,
for a raw posttest score gain of 2.50 points.

There were

eight Hispanic subjects in the control group.

The raw

pretest mean critical thinking score for these subjects was
32.36, and the raw posttest mean critical thinking score
was 37.62, for a raw posttest score gain of 5.26 points.
There were four Asian subjects in the experimental
group.

The raw pretest mean critical thinking score for

Asian subjects in the experimental group was 41.00, and the
raw posttest mean critical thinking score was 44.00, for a
raw posttest score gain of 3.00 points.
Asian subjects in the control group.

There were four

The raw pretest mean

critical thinking score for Asian subjects in the control
group was 44.75, and the raw posttest mean critical
thinking score was 38.00, for a posttest loss of 6.75
p oi n t s .
A summary of the raw mean critical thinking scores for
the pretest and the posttest for black, Hispanic, and Asian
subjects in the experimental group and the control group is
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shown in Table 10.

American Indian subjects were not

included since only one subject in the study was of this
ethnic origin.
Table 10
Summary of Pretest and Posttest Mean Critical Thinking
Scores for Ethnic Minority Subjects in the
Experimental Group and the Control Group
GROUP

ETHNIC
ORIGIN

N

PRE
TEST
MEAN

POST
TEST
MEAN

GAIN/
(LOSS)

Exp
Control

Black
Black

7
5

36.14
39.60

41.41
40.80

5.25
0.80

Exp
Control

Hispanic
Hispanic

4
8

39.25
32.36

41.75
37.62

2.50
5.26

Exp
Control

Asian
Asian

4
4

41.00
44.75

44.00
38.00

3.00
(6.75)

Table 10 shows that raw posttest mean critical
thinking scores increased over the raw pretest mean
critical thinking scores for both the experimental group
and the control group for black subjects and Hispanic
subjects.

Asian subjects' raw posttest mean critical

thinking scores increased over the raw mean pretest
critical thinking scores for the experimental group
subjects, and decreased for control group subjects.

Black

subjects in the experimental group had a raw mean critical
thinking score gain 4.48 points greater than the raw
posttest mean critical thinking score gain for black
subjects in the control group.

Hispanic subjects in the
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control group had a raw posttest mean critical thinking
score gain 2.76 points greater than the raw posttest mean
critical thinking score for Hispanic subjects in the
experimental group.

Asian subjects in the experimental

group showed a raw posttest mean critical thinking score
gain 9.25 points greater than the raw posttest mean
critical thinking score for Asian subjects in the control
gr o u p .
Summary
The data showed no significant differences between the
mean critical thinking posttest scores of the subjects in
the total experimental group and the total control group.
When comparing the mean critical thinking posttest scores
of all the male subjects in the experimental group and all
the male subjects in the control group, there was no
statistically significant difference; however, there was a
statistically significant difference between the mean
critical thinking posttest scores of all the female
subjects in the experimental group compared to the mean
critical thinking posttest scores of all the female
subjects in the control group, with the difference favoring
the experimental group.

A summary of the statistical

analyses performed, and their results,
11.

is shown in Table
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Table 11

Analysis of Covariance Summary for the Experimental Groups
and the Control Groups for Critical Thinking Scores on the
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal,
COMPARISON

N

OBSERVED CRITICAL
F
F

DF

Form B
P

SIGNIFICANCE

Total Experimental 128
vs. Total Control

0.03

3.90

125 .8437

n.s.

Male Experimental
vs. Male Control

54

1.98

4.04

51 .1616

n.s.

Female Experimental 74
vs. Female Control

4.02

3.97

71 .0461

Alpha
< .05

There were insufficient numbers of ethnic minority
subjects to perform reliable statistical analyses of
critical thinking scores for these groups.

However, the

raw mean critical thinking scores for black, Hispanic, and
Asian subjects in the experimental group and the control
group were examined for absolute numerical differences
between the pretest score and the posttest score.
There were gains in raw mean critical thinking scores
for the black subjects and the Hispanic subjects in the
experimental group and the control group.

Black subjects

in the experimental group showed a larger difference
between the raw mean critical thinking pretest score and
the raw mean critical thinking posttest score compared to
black subjects in the control group.

Hispanic subjects in

the control group showed a larger difference between the
raw mean critical thinking pretest score and the raw mean
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critical thinking posttest score compared to Hispanic
subjects in the experimental group.

Asian subjects in the

experimental group showed a gain in raw mean critical
thinking scores between the pretest and the posttest; while
Asian subjects in the control group showed a decrease on
raw mean critical thinking scores between the pretest and
the posttest.
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5
Summary of the Study
This study examined the effect of the type of
instruction used in biology I classrooms on learner
development of critical thinking, as measured by the
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal,

Form A of the

instrument was used as the pretest, and Form B of the
instrument was used as the posttest.

The independent

variable was teaching method, and consisted of two levels:
(1) "the writing process," as a teaching method adapted for
science instruction, and (2) the "traditional" teaching
method, which relied on lecture, discussion,
assignments,

textbook

and verification laboratories.

A literature review established that there has been a
resurgence of interest in the United States among science
educators regarding the development of critical thinking
skills among science students.

Further, the literature

review revealed that there was a considerable body of
information on science instruction, critical thinking, and
the writing process.

However, the literature contained

essentially no research which examined a link between the
use of the writing process as a teaching methodology for

science instruction and the development of science
students' critical thinking ability.

Indeed, while there

have been numerous articles concerning the use of the
writing process as a teaching method in several curricular
areas under the general rubric of "writing across the
curriculum," most of these articles have been anecdotal and
author opinion;

little has been based on experimental

research methods of study.

This study was an initial

investigation of a possible effect between the use of the
writing process as a teaching method and the development of
critical thinking among biology I students.
will be developed in four sections:
experimental design of the study;
findings;

(3) conclusions; and

This chapter

(1) summary of the

(2) summary of the

(4) recommendations for

further study.
Summary of the Experimental Design
Teachers from three schools within the Clark County
School District of Nevada, who taught ninth grade biology
I, were selected to participate in the study.

These

teachers were selected from a small pool of biology I
teachers who had received special training in using the
writing process as a teaching method in science
instruction.

Each of the three teachers taught one section

of biology I in which the writing process was the method of
instruction;

this was the experimental group.

The same

three teachers also designated one section of biology I as
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a control group which received the same content instruction
the experimental group received, except the control group
students were taught using traditional teaching techniques.
There was a total of 150 ninth grade biology I
students in the study who took part in the pretesting.

At

the conclusion of the study, there were 128 of the original
15 0 students who took part in the posttesting.

The 2 2

students who did not take part in the posttesting were
dropped from the study for a variety of reasons; the most
common reason was that they were transferred out of the
classes participating in the study, or they were
transferred to another school.
Of the 128 remaining subjects,

65 were in the

experimental group which consisted of 18 white male
students,

3 black male students, 2 Asian male students, and

1 American Indian student, for a total of 24 male students;
there were 31 white female students,

4 black female

students 4 Hispanic female students, and 2 Asian female
students, for a total of 41 female students in the
experimental group.

The control group was comprised of 25

white male students,

2 black male students,

students,

2 Hispanic male

and 1 Asian male student, for a total of 30 male

students; there were 21 white female students,
female students,

6 Hispanic female students,

3 black

and 3 Asian

female students, for a total of 32 female students in the
control group.

Since the trait of interest in this study was critical
thinking, the dependent variable selected for the
statistical analysis was the students' critical thinking
scores.

The independent variable was the type of

instruction the student received; the experimental group
students received instruction which used "the writing
process" as the teaching method, and the control group
students received instruction which used the "traditional"
teaching method.

Both groups received the same content.

Since the experimental group and the control group
consisted of intact classrooms, the pooled critical
thinking scores of the respective groups were analyzed
using the analysis of covariance.
The instrument selected to measure the students'
critical thinking ability was the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal.
A and B.

This test was available in two forms,

Form A was administered to both the experimental

group and the control group as a pretest,

and the scores on

this pretest were designated as the covariate to be used in
the subsequent statistical analysis.

The Watson-Glaser

Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form B was designated as the
posttest measure, and was administered to both groups three
months later at the conclusion of the study.

Both the

pretest and the posttest were administered by the three
participating teachers after each had received instruction
concerning the test administration, according to the
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instruction manual provided with the test.

Student answer

sheets from both the pretest and the posttest were hand
scored by the writer using the answer key provided for each
form of the test.
The scores resulting from the pretest and posttest
were analyzed statistically using the analysis of
covariance as the statistical treatment of choice for
intact groups.

The results of the statistical analyses

were used to test the three null hypotheses formulated to
address the problem statement.

In addition to the

statistical analyses performed to test the three null
hypotheses,

the raw mean critical thinking score

differences between the pretest and the posttest for ethnic
minority

(i.e., black, Hispanic, Asian)

subjects in the

experimental group and the control group were examined.
Summary of the Findings of the Study
The statistical analysis of the data yielded results
which led to the researcher's decision to fail to reject
null hypothesis one and null hypothesis two.

Null

hypothesis three was rejected.
The first null hypothesis was tested using the
analysis of covariance, with the covariate being the
subjects' pretest scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal, Form A.
subjects'

The dependent variable was the

scores on the posttest, the Watson-Glaser

Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form B.

The analysis revealed
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no statistically significant difference

(CX

= .05) between

the mean critical thinking score of the total experiments)
group compared with that of the total control group.

Thus,

Hq :1 was not rejected.
The second null hypothesis was tested using the
analysis of covariance with the same covariate and
dependent variable as established in the preceding
paragraph.

However, for this hypothesis,

the analysis of

covariance was limited to male subjects in the study group.
The analysis revealed no statistically significant
difference

(a

= -os) between the mean critical thinking

scores of the male subjects in the experimental group and
the male subjects in the control group.

Thus, H Q :2 was not

r e j ec t ed .
The third null hypothesis was tested in a manner
identical with the testing of hypotheses 1 and 2.

However,

in the case of HQ :3, the analysis of covariance was limited
to the female subjects in the study group.

The analysis

revealed a statistically significant difference

(O' = .05)

on mean critical thinking score between female subjects in
the experimental group and female subjects in the control
group, with the female subjects in the experimental group
outperforming the female subjects in the control group on
mean critical thinking score.
Currently,

Thus, HQ :3 was rejected.

there is interest among science educators

in developing strategies to increase access to science for
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minority science students

(Kimmel, 1987; Chemical &

Engineering News,

The numbers of black, Hispanic,

1987).

Asian, and American Indian subjects in the study were
considered too small to conduct statistical analyses;
however,

the raw mean critical thinking scores on the

pretest were compared to the raw mean critical thinking
scores on the posttest for each of the minority subject
groups.

The single American Indian subject in the study

precluded any comparisons.
Black subjects in both the experimental group and the
control group showed gains in raw mean critical thinking
scores between the pretest and the posttest; black subjects
in the experimental group showed greater raw mean critical
thinking score gains compared to black subjects in the
control group.

Hispanic subjects in both the experimental

group and the control group showed gains in raw mean
critical thinking scores between the pretest and the
posttest; Hispanic subjects in the control group showed
greater raw mean critical thinking score gains compared to
Hispanic subjects in the experimental group.

Asian

subjects in the experimental group showed a gain in the raw
mean critical thinking scores between the pretest and the
posttest; Asian subjects in the control group showed a loss
in the mean critical thinking ability score between the
pretest and the posttest.
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Conclusions
While the overall analysis of the data indicated there
was no statistically significant difference in student mean
critical thinking scores when they were taught biology I by
"traditional" teaching methods when compared to biology I
instruction which used "the writing process" as a teaching
method, the analysis based on gender did indicate that the
females who received biology I instruction based on the
writing process outperformed females who received biology I
instruction based on the traditional teaching method.
Males, on the other hand, did not show any statistically
significant difference in mean critical thinking scores
between the experimental group and the control group.
Black and Asian subjects who received biology I
instruction using the writing process showed greater raw
mean critical thinking score gains between the pretest and
the posttest than did black and Asian students who received
biology I instruction using the traditional method.
Hispanic subjects, on the other hand, showed greater raw
mean critical thinking score gains between the pretest and
posttest when they received biology I instruction using the
traditional teaching method.
The data suggest that ninth grade female biology I
students in the Clark County School District of Nevada
would perform better on critical thinking tasks when they
received instruction based on the writing process; male
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biology I students, on the other hand,

should do equally as

well on critical thinking tests when they received
instruction based on the traditional method or when they
received instruction based on the writing process.

When

the data on black, Hispanic, and Asian subjects were
considered, no suggested outcomes were possible due to the
small number of participating subjects.
Recommendations for Further Study
In a study such as this, the complex nature, and lack
of a clear specification of the writing process, created an
independent variable which the writer was not able to
control.

The writing process is simple in concept, but due

to its recursive nature and amorphous definition,

it was

difficult to put into practice in science classes.
it can be concluded that the writing process,
point, must be redefined for each course,
and, perhaps,

Thus,

at this

unit of a course,

for each lesson in which it is utilized as a

teaching method.

Bias due to variable implementation of

the writing process as a science teaching method was
minimized in this study since the participating teachers
received training in the writing process from the same
person at the same time, and they were all teaching the
same content.
Another limitation of the study was the lack of
availability of teachers trained in the use of the writing
process as an instructional method in science classrooms.
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A total of 38 science teachers have been trained in the use
of the writing process as an instructional method, but only
a limited number of these teachers were biology I teachers.
Of the qualified teachers considered for inclusion in the
study, only three

were selected to be

participants.

The

limited number of

teachers who met the study criteria also

had the effect of

limiting the number

of students available

to participate in the study.
However,

as noted earlier,

this study was an initial

investigation to attempt to fill a void in the research
literature.

The author believes that this study did that,

and further, it provided an initial foundation for future
research on the writing process as a teaching method in
science instruction.

The author offers the following

recommendations for future research:
1.

Design a science course, or unit of a science
course, which uses "the writing process" as the
teaching method.

Such a course, or unit of a

course, would become the uniform basis for future
studies of the writing process as an
instructional method in science.
2.

Use a course, or unit of a course, as described
in recommendation 1, to repeat this study in
other science content areas.

Use a course, or unit of a course, as described
in recommendation 1, to repeat this study with
other grade levels.
In future studies,

increase the number of

subjects in the study, especially ethnic minority
subjects.
Conduct future studies over longer periods of
time to allow the intervention to have the
maximum opportunity to exhibit results.

One

school year would be the preferred period of
study.
Conduct future studies on subjects from
geographically diverse regions of the United
States.
Expand future studies to include achievement as a
dependent variable.

Appendix A
Sample Lesson Plans for a "TraditionalM Lesson and
a "Writing Process" Lesson on Photosynthesis
Traditional
Have the students reach the textbook chapter on
photosynthesis.
a.

Define vocabulary at end of chapter.

b.

Complete assigned questions at end of chapter.

Lecture on photosynthesis.
a.

b.

c.

Necessary conditions
1)

Carbon Dioxide

2)

Water

3)

Light

4)

Chlorophyll

5)

Enzymes

Products
1)

Glucose

2)

Oxygen

Process/Location
1)

Light reaction/chloroplast grana

2)

Dark reaction/chloroplast stroma

Have the students perform a laboratory exercise to
extract chlorophyll from spinach leaves, and make a
paper chromatogram of the extract.

Laboratory report

to be the form from the laboratory manual accompanying
the textbook.

Test

(objective).
Writing Process

Have the students read the textbook chapter on
photosynthesis.
Have the students, in their cooperative learning
groups, prepare a concept map of photosynthesis,
without the use of textbooks.
example of student product

C onditions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. C h lo ro p last/G ran a
2. C h lo ro p last/S tro m a

Light
\
W ater
\
C arbon Dioxide
Chlorophyll ^
E nzym es
C

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

P ro d u cts
1. G lucose
2. O xygen

The concept map will vary from group to group.
The teacher will lead a discussion based on input from
each group.

The result of the discussion will be a

concept map, on the overhead or chaJkboard, which has
been synthesized from each group's input.
Assign each student to write a paper describing
photosynthesis.

The audience

(i.e., parent, brother

or sister, other student)
student.

is to be decided by the

Textbooks are not allowed.

Students write a

draft paper which is shared with other members of the
cooperative learning team.
edit each other's papers.
reference at this time.

Team members correct and
Texts may be used as

The final draft of each paper

is submitted to the teacher.
Have the students perform a laboratory exercise to
compare the pigments found in different types of plant
leaves.

The laboratory report is prepared by the

student using the same process as described in 4
above.

Fill in the blank laboratory sheets are not

used.
Test

(essay plus objective).
Correiation of writing process lesson
with steps in the writing process

PREWRITING - The chapter reading and concept mapping
activity are designed to provide the student with
basic information about the topic, and to stimulate
the students'

thought processes.

The concept map also

provides the student with the opportunity to generate
new ideas as relationships about photosynthesis become
evident through this activity, relationships which the
student may have never considered.
The specific type of prewriting activity employed
by the teacher will vary from lesson to lesson.

The

activities may be as diverse as a field trip, a brain
storming session, or a specially designed laboratory
experience with an unexpected outcome.
PRECOMPOSING - The group discussion and interaction
between cooperative learning group members about
photosynthesis serves to help the students focus their
ideas.

Precomposing is the transitxon phase of the

writing process which moves the student from facts and
ideas to the identification of a specific writing
t opic.
WRITING,

SHARING, REVISING, AND EDITING - These four

steps are the heart of the writing process.

They form

an integrated, recursive production loop which results
in a finished product, in this case a paper about some
aspect of photosynthesis.
In the initial writing phase of the production
loop, the student is not particularly concerned with
grammar and spelling, only the free transformation of
his or her thoughts into writing.

The clarity and

content are corrected when the student shares his or
her paper with other members of the cooperative
learning group and receives their feedback.

The

feedback then allows the student to revise the paper.
The sharing and revising may occur one to several
times for one production.

The final phase, editing,

is done to make final corrections for grammar and
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spelling before the final product is presented to the
teacher for evaluation.
4.

EVALUATION - The teacher receives only the final
product for evaluation.

One concern of teachers about

the writing process is the initial impression that it
will increase their grading load.

Most teachers find

that the use of the writing process actually decreases
their grading load and reduces the time spent in
grading.

It is easier and less time consuming to

grade a well written paper that has been revised for
content and correctness by the student prior to
submission than it is to grade a paper that has not
been through the process outlined above.
Notes
Typically,

in a traditional

lesson,

a written

assignment is given, and the student completes the
assignment in one step.
draft.

The first draft is the final

Also, the assignment is written with the underlying

assumption that the teacher is the only audience.

The

writing process methodology encourages students to write
for audiences other than the teacher.

For example, a

student may be asked to write in order to explain the
topic, in this case photosynthesis,
younger or older sibling.

to a parent or to a

The diversity of audience often

forces the student writer to use more original

language and

tests his or her understanding of the topic because there

is no longer the assumption that the audience already
familiar with the topic being addressed.
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Appendix B
Subject Data
Experimental Group
SUBJECT
NUMBER

SEX

ETHNIC ORIGIN

PRETEST
SCORE

POSTTEST
SCORE

1

F

White

37

35

2

M

White

46

45

3

F

White

48

43

4

F

White

46

33

5

F

Hispanic

18

41

6

F

White

34

41

7

F

Black

45

42

8

M

White

53

49

9

F

White

51

51

10

F

B1 ack

36

39

11

M

Black

36

44

12

M

White

36

43

13

M

B1 ack

27

42

14

F

Black

36

41

15

M

White

41

43

16

M

Black

27

36

17

F

White

37

37

18

F

White.

41

37

19

M

White

39

36

20

F

White

41

46

21

F

White

34

33

22

M

White

29

39

SUBJECT
NUMBER

SEX

ETHNIC ORIGIN

PRETEST
SCORE

POSTTEST
SCORE

23

M

White

41

42

24

F

Hispanic

35

35

25

F

White

51

46

26

F

White

52

57

27

F

White

45

53

28

F

White

54

51

29

F

White

46

59

30

F

White

52

54

31

F

White

39

47

32

F

White

48

45

33

M

White

72

68

34

M

White

54

60

35

F

White

48

52

36

M

White

47

47

37

F

White

47

52

38

F

White

60

53

39

M

White

51

42

40

M

White

52

53

41

F

White

56

51

42

F

Hispanic

54

50

43

F

White

37

37

44

F

White

37

46

45

M

Asian

38

41

46

F

White

56

51

47

F

Asian

43

48

SUBJECT
NUMBER

SEX

ETHNIC ORIGIN

PRETEST
SCORE

POSTTEST
SCORE

48

M

White

33

44

49

F

White

42

48

50

F

Hispanic

50

41

51

F

White

28

45

52

F

White

45

45

53

F

Black

46

46

54

F

White

41

49

55

F

White

43

43

56

F

White

42

46

57

M

Asian

39

42

58

F

White

49

52

59

M

White

43

47

60

M

White

47

30

61

M

Am.

43

42

62

M

White

42

35

63

M

White

33

40

64

M

White

39

38

65

F

Asian

44

45

Indian

Control Group
66

M

White

44

52

67

F

White

27

40

68

F

White

24

32

69

M

White

34

51

70

M

White

32

41

71

M

B1 ack

41

48

SUBJECT
NUMBER

SEX

ETHNIC ORIGIN

PRETEST
SCORE

POSTTEST
SCORE

72

F

Hispanic

29

42

73

M

White

58

64

74

F

White

47

45

75

M

Black

35

35

76

F

White

49

47

77

M

White

61

65

78

F

White

40

47

79

F

White

38

49

80

M

White

41

47

81

F

White

52

39

82

F

White

35

29

83

F

Hispanic

17

52

84

F

Asian

52

50

85

F

White

58

50

86

F

White

52

43

87

M

White

59

69

88

M

White

56

59

89

M

White

56

61

90

M

White

53

58

91

M

White

46

56

92

M

White

58

54

93

F

White

48

46

94

M

White

35

36

95

F

White

56

55

96

F

White

51

52

SUBJECT
NUMBER

SEX

ETHNIC ORIGIN

PRETEST
SCORE

POSTTEST
SCORE

97

F

White

48

57

98

F

White

57

51

99

F

White

55

49

100

M

White

50

53

101

M

White

45

46

102

M

White

48

47

103

F

White

42

42

104

M

White

56

64

105

M

White

51

57

106

M

White

51

47

107

F

Black

45

42

108

M

Hispanic

43

47

109

F

Hispanic

28

5

110

F

White

41

38

111

F

Hispanic

35

32

112

M

White

40

44

113

F

Asian

48

42

114

M

White

50

39

115

F

White

44

39

116

F

Hispanic

32

35

117

M

White

38

38

118

F

Asian

45

37

119

F

Hispanic

34

36

120

M

Asian

34

23

121

M

White

47

43

SUBJECT
NUMBER

SEX

ETHNIC ORIGIN

PRETEST
SCORE

POSTTEST
SCORE

122

F

Black

42

36

123

M

White

44

38

124

M

Hispanic

41

52

125

F

White

48

41

126

F

Black

35

41

127

F

White

43

32

128

M

White

34

43
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Appendix C
Summary of t-test Analysis for the Mean Critical Thinking Pretest Scores
of the Total Experimental Group and the Total Control Group
t-test Summary for the Total Experimental Group
and the Total Control Group
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

CONTROL GROUP

N = 65

N = 63

MEAN = 4 3.10

MEAN

= 44.01

SD

SD

= 9.61

= 8.89
t = -.6036
df =
p =
alpha =

126
.5543
.05

t-test Summary for Male Subjects of the Experimental Group
and Male Subjects of the Control Group
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

CONTROL GROUP

N = 24

N = 30

MEAN = 42

MEAN

= 46

SD

SD

= 8.67

= 10.02
t = -1.58
df =
p =
alpha =

52
.1153
.05
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t-test Summary for Female Members of the Experimental Group
and Female Members of the Control Group
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

CONTROL GROUP

N = 41

N = 33

MEAN = 43.74

MEAN = 4 2 . 3 3

SD

SD

=

8.21
t = .6645
df =
p =
alpha =

72
.5155
.05

= 10.21
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